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1.1. INTRODUCTION 1

1.1 Introduction

We all want to maximize our gains and minimize our losses, but decisions have

uncertain outcomes. What if you could choose between an expected return of

$1,000 with no chance of losing any amount, or an expected return of $5,000

with a chance of losing $50,000. Which would you choose? The answer depends

upon how risk-averse you are. Many would happily take the nearly certain

$1,000, and some would take the risk with hope of greater profit. This chapter

is concerned with how to extend mathematical programming models to deal

with such uncertainty.

Sources of uncertainty could be due to at least three different conditions [23]:

• ignorance, such as not knowing exactly how much oil is in a reserve;

• noise, such as measurement errors, or incomplete data;

• events that have not yet occurred, such as future product demand.

The effects of uncertainty on decision-making include variations in actual re-

turns or resources consumed, but there could be a catastrophic effect that one

seeks to avoid completely. Losing money in an investment is not good, but

losing so much that a firm goes bankrupt is catastrophic. Losing additional

lives due to a mis-estimate of where and when some tragedy will strike is bad,

but losing an ability to recover is catastrophic. Uncertainty creates a range of

concerns about the volatility of one policy versus another, and the one with

better expected value may miss essential points of concern. One hedge against

uncertainty is to diversify, keeping a greater level of flexibility in what recourses

are available.

In any problem that requires optimization under uncertainty we must first an-

swer some basic questions: “How do we represent uncertainty?” “What are our

attitudes towards risk?” In addition, robust optimization raises the question,

“What is a robust solution?” A naive approach to robust optimization is to
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define a robust solution as one that remains optimal, or feasible, under any

realization of the data. Unfortunately, such a definition is very restrictive and

may lead to infeasible models for reasonable problems. In the following sections

we define some alternative robust optimization models, each of which captures

some aspect of volatility and/or flexibility.

One useful perspective is to ask how much degradation we are willing to ac-

cept in our objective in order to reduce the risk that our solution is infeasible.

Suppose we have two candidate solutions, x1 and x2, and we can measure their

performance (such as by computing the expected value of each). Based on this

performance, we prefer x1 to x2. Suppose, however, that there is uncertainty

in the constraint Dx ≥ d such that less than 1% variation in uncertain val-

ues of D causes x1 to violate the constraints by as much as 50% — that is,

1.01Dx1 < 1

2
d [4]. One must consider the price of robustness [5] but avoid

being overly conservative. In particular, one typically does not want to use the

most pessimistic model, where each uncertain coefficient is replaced by its most

pessimistic value [24]:

Dx ≥ d,

where D ij = min
D

{Dij} and di = max
d

{di}. Replacing the stochastic constraint,

Dx ≥ d, with this pessimistic one rules out x1 and leaves only those x that

absolutely guarantee feasibility. It also ignores correlations among the coeffi-

cients in D and between D and d, and it is not influenced by their probability

of occurrence.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 presents a succinct

description of each model that was proposed in the early development of op-

erations research (1950’s). Section 1.3 presents robust optimization from its

beginnings to now. Section 1.4 presents some additional applications. The last

section is a summary and an indication of avenues for further research. Most

terms are defined here, but see the Mathematical Programming Glossary [13]

for extended definitions.
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1.2 Classical Models

The fallacy of averages [11] is the misconception resulting from the replacement

of each uncertain parameter with its expected value. This can lead to poor re-

sults in supporting decision-making for at least two reasons: (1) the parameters

may be correlated — viz., E [XY ] 6= E [X ] E [Y ], and (2) the functions may not

be linear, so f(E [X ]) 6= E [f(X)].

Consider the simple 2-asset investment problem using only the expected returns:

max 1, 000 x1 + 50, 000 x2 : x ≥ 0, x1 + x2 = 1,

where xi is the portion of the total budget, as a percentage, invested in the i-th

asset. This is a totally deterministic problem; the solution is to invest everything

into asset 2, giving an expected return of $50,000 per amount invested. Suppose

there is a correlation between investment outcomes such that the return from

asset 1 could be much greater than the return from asset 2. In particular,

suppose we have three scenarios with their probabilities of occurrence and the

returns they generate, shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Scenarios that are Uncertain

Scenario Probability Asset 1 Return Asset 2 Return

1 0.2 1,050 −2,000,000

2 0.4 975 1,000,000

3 0.4 1,000 125,000

Expected Return: 1,000 50,000

Notice that the properties of asset returns do not depend upon the actual levels

of investment. The total investment could be $1,000,000 to reap the net returns,

or it could be $1. This is what is implied by the constraint x1 + x2 = 1, where

xi is the portion of the capital invested in asset i.

We shall revisit this finance application as we explain modeling approaches to

deal with the uncertainty, but this chapter is concerned with the broad view,
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beyond this application. It is thus imperative that you examine §1.4 to learn

how robust optimization applies to a variety of applications and how it compares

with other approaches. Seeing how different models apply will help to clarify

the basic terms and concepts, particularly those developed in §1.3.

There are three classical models that are still used today: mean-risk, recourse,

and chance-constrained. A brief discussion of each will give us a base from which

to present robust optimization.

1.2.1 Mean-risk model

The first mathematical programming model of uncertainty was Markowitz’s

mean-risk model [17, 18] for the portfolio selection problem. Markowitz re-

jected the hypothesis that an investor should simply maximize expected returns.

Instead, he suggested that investors consider expected return a desirable objec-

tive to maximize, but only while also considering risk an undesirable thing to

be minimized. Recognizing that these two objectives are usually in conflict, he

considered them in a bi-objective model.

Consider the example in Table 1.1. One measure of risk is the expected square

of how much the actual return differs from the expected return. Let R1 and

R2 denote the (random) returns from the two assets, and let p = E [R] denote

their expected values. We have already noted that E [R1] = 1, 000 and E [R2] =

50, 000. However, the potential for a $2,000,000 loss is daunting, so let us assess

the risk of some arbitrary mixture of investments.

The total return is R1x1 + R2x2, so the square deviation from the mean is:

E
[
(R1x1 + R2x2 − (p1x1 + p2x2))

2
]

= E
[(

(R1 − p1)x1 + (R2 − p2)x2

)2
]

= E
[
(R1 − p1)

2
]
x2

1 + E
[
(R2 − p2)

2
]
x2

2 + 2x1x2E [(R1 − p1)(R2 − p2)] .

We write this as the quadratic form: (x1, x2)V

(

x1

x2

)

, where V is the variance-
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covariance matrix :

V =




E
[
(R1 − p1)

2
]

E [(R1 − p1)(R2 − p2)]

E [(R1 − p1)(R2 − p2)] E
[
(R2 − p2)

2
]



 =




σ2

1 σ12

σ12 σ2
2



 .

To obtain the variances and covariance, we consider each scenario’s contribution.

σ2
1 = 0.2(2500) + 0.4(625) + 0.4(0)

σ2
2 = 0.2(4.2025× 1012) + 0.4(9.025× 1011) + 0.4(5.625× 109)

σ12 = 0.2(−1.025× 108) + 0.4(−2.375× 107) + 0.4(0)

Thus,

V =




750 −30, 000, 000

−30, 000, 000 1, 203, 750, 000, 000





and the risk is measured by x′V x = 750x2
1−2x1x2(3.00×106)+1.20375×1012x2

2

(approximating the coefficient of x2
2). If we invest everything into asset 2, this

means x1 = 0 and x2 = 1. In that case, the risk is 1.20375×1012, reflecting

not only a chance of much greater return than what is “expected,” but also a

risk of a great loss. At the other extreme, if we invest everything into asset

1, x = (1, 0) and the risk is only 750, reflecting a much more conservative

investment. Figure 1.1 plots the expected return as a (linear) function of how

much is invested into asset 2 and the risk as a (quadratic) function. (To fit on

the same plot, the risk is scaled by 10−7.)

Markowitz’s mean-risk model is

max
x∈X

px − λx′V x,

where X = {x ≥ 0 :
∑

i xi = 1}. We sometimes allow no investment by

replacing the equation with the inequality
∑

i xi ≤ 1. These are equivalent since

we could add a risk-free asset with zero return, also called the slack variable.

Depending upon the choice of λ, this also represents the constrained mathemat-

ical program that maximizes expected return subject to a limit on risk:

P: max
x∈X

px : x′V x ≤ r,
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Figure 1.1: Expected Return and Risk as Functions of x2

Reciprocally, one could view the mean-risk model as one of minimizing risk

subject to a required expected return:

Q: min
x∈X

x′V x : px ≥ µ.

All three mathematical programs are related; for each λ, there is a corresponding

r and µ for which x∗(λ) is the optimal solution in P and Q, respectively.

Theorem 1.1 Define X = {x ∈ R
n
+ :
∑n

i=1 xi ≤ 1}, and let x∗ ∈ argmax{px−
λx′V x : x ∈ X} for λ > 0, with µ = px∗ and r = x∗′V x∗. Then,

x∗ ∈ argmax{px : x′V x ≤ r, x ∈ X} and x∗ ∈ argmin{x′V x : px ≥ µ, x ∈ X}.

Proof : We have
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px∗ − λx∗′V x∗ ≥ px − λx′V x for all x ∈ X

⇒ px∗ ≥ px − λ(x′V x − r) ≥ px for all x ∈ X : x′V x ≤ r.

Similarly,

px∗ − λx∗′V x∗ ≥ px − λx′V x for all x ∈ X

⇒x∗′V x∗ ≤ x′V x + 1
λ
(µ − px) ≤ x′V x for all x ∈ X : px ≥ µ.

There is also a converse, due to the Lagrange Multiplier Rule and the fact that

the quadratic risk function is convex (i.e., V is positive semi-definite).

Theorem 1.2 If x∗ solves P or Q, there exists λ ≥ 0 such that x∗ solves the

Mean-Risk model.

Proof : Suppose x∗ solves P. Applying the Lagrange Multiplier Rule, there exist

α, µ, µ0 ≥ 0 such that

p − 2αx∗′V + µ − µ01 = 0, αx∗′V x∗ = αr, µ x∗ = 0, µ0

n∑

i=1

x∗
i = µ0.

Defining λ = 2α, these are the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the opti-

mality of x∗ in the Mean-Risk model. A similar proof applies if we suppose x∗

solves Q.

Example. Suppose we have three independent assets with p = (3, 2, 1), plus a

risk-free choice with zero return. Consider the following mean-risk model:

max 3x1 + 2x2 + x3 − λ(x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3) : x ≥ 0, x1 + x2 + x3 ≤ 1,

where 1− (x1 +x2 +x3) is the level of investment in the risk-free asset. Letting

λ vary, the parametric solutions yield the efficient frontier, shown in Figure 1.2.

Setting λ = 0 ignores risk and gives the maximum expected return. This is

achieved by investing all capital into asset 1 (i.e., x1 = 1) because it has the

greatest expected return. This remains true for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1

2
. As we increase

λ past 1

2
, we penalize the risk of putting all capital into one asset and begin
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Figure 1.2: Efficient Frontier of Example Portfolio Model

to invest into the next one, which is asset 2, having an expected return of 2.

Splitting the investment between assets 1 and 2 gives a greater overall objective

value:

px − λx′V x for x = (x1, 1 − x1, 0) = 3x1 + 2(1 − x1) − λ(x2
1 + (1 − x1)

2)

= x1 + 2 − λ(2x2
1 − 2x1 + 1),

which is maximized at x1 =
1 + 2λ

4λ
.

For λ sufficiently great, splitting the risk is better than investing in just one asset

because the square of x1 outweighs the linear expected return. The greater the

price of risk (λ), the greater the split. Figure 1.3 shows how the optimal split,

x1(λ), x2(λ) = 1 − x1(λ), varies as functions of λ (x2(λ) = 0 for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1

2
).
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Figure 1.3: Splitting the Investment to Reduce Risk for λ > 0

Table 1.2: Optimal Asset Investments as Functions of λ

Asset Investment

λ x∗
1 x∗

2 x∗
3 px∗ x∗′V x∗

0 − 1

2
1 0 0 3 1

1

2
− 1 1

2

1

2
+ 1

4λ
1

2
− 1

4λ
0 2 1

2
+ 1

4λ
2 1

2
− 1

4
λ − 1

8λ

1 1

2
− 3 1

3
+ 1

2λ
1

3

1

3
− 1

2λ
2 + 1

λ
1

3
+ 1

2λ2

≥ 3 3
2λ

1
λ

1
2λ

3
λ

7
2λ2

At λ = 1 1

2
, asset 3 comes into play, and the optimality conditions are:

pi − 2λxi − 1

3

(∑

k pk − 2λ
)

= 0 for i = 1, 2, 3.

Thus,

xi =
pi − (2 + 2

3
λ)

2λ
,

which remains valid for 1 1

2
≤ λ ≤ 3. At λ > 3, the price of risk is so great that

∑

i xi < 1. The levels are x(λ) = 1
2λ

(3, 2, 1) — that is, the portion of investment

in an asset is proportional to its expected return.
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If you draw a vertical line in Figure 1.2, the expected return is the maximum

possible if the risk is limited to be on or to the left of that line. That is the

solution to problem P. If you draw a horizontal line, the risk is the minimum

possible if the expected return is required to be on or above that line. That is

the solution to problem Q. So, we can generate the efficient frontier in Figure 1.2

by letting the price of risk, λ, vary between 0 and ∞. In practice, a decision

maker would choose a point on the efficient frontier based on risk tolerance.

1.2.2 Recourse model

The second mathematical programming model of uncertainty was Dantzig’s re-

course [10]. The 2-stage recourse model has two vectors of decision variables: x

must be specified before uncertain parameters become known, and y is chosen

after the uncertain parameters become known. A classical example is to have

a linear program (LP) with uncertain demand. The first-stage variables (x)

specify production and process operation levels. Once the demand is known,

the second-stage variables (y) take recourse in deciding what to do about any

excess or shortage.

The 2-stage recourse model is thus:

min
x∈X

{

f(x) + E

[

min
y∈Y (x)

{Φ(y; x)}
]}

.

When the underlying mathematical program is linear, we have the form:

min {cx + E [min{Φ(y; x) : y = d − Dx}] : Ax ≥ b} ,

where Φ penalizes over- and under-satisfaction of joint constraints, Dx+ y = d.

When the number of possible realizations is finite, we call each realization a

scenario and define a second-stage variable for each scenario. Let yk denote the

second stage variable for scenario k. Then, the entire recourse model can be put

into one large mathematical program:

min cx +
∑K

k=1 skCk|yk| : Ax ≥ b, yk + Dkx = dk, for k = 1, . . . , K,
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where sk is the probability that scenario k prevails and K is the number of

scenarios. Note that if there are additional constraints on y, such as yk ≥ 0 for

all k, there could be no feasible solution. Otherwise, Ck is a linear penalty on

the magnitude of yk, and every x that satisfies Ax ≥ b is a feasible candidate

since it is feasible to let yk = dk − Dkx for all k.

To turn this into a linear program, we replace the absolute value with the

difference of the positive and negative part: yk = uk − vk. Then, the LP

recourse model is given by:

min cx +
∑

k skCk(uk + vk) : Ax ≥ b,

yk + Dkx = dk, uk, vk ≥ 0, uk ≥ yk, vk ≥ −yk, for k = 1, . . . , K.

Every optimal solution will have uk
i = max{0, yk

i } and vk
i = max{0,−yk

i }, with

yk = uk−vk. Having partitioned each yk
i , we could have different costs for slack

(uk
i = yk

i > 0) and surplus (vk
i = −yk

i > 0).

As an example, consider the following transportation problem:

min
∑m

i=1

∑n

j=1 cijxij : x ≥ 0
∑n

j=1 xij ≤ Si for i = 1, . . . , m
∑m

i=1 xij ≥ Dj for j = 1, . . . , n,

where xij is the amount shipped from source i to destination j.

Suppose demand is uncertain and there is recourse in the face of shortage or

excess. Let fj denote the unit cost of a shortage (demand exceeds the amount

shipped) for demand market j, and let gj denote the unit cost of excess (demand

is less than the amount shipped). For example, f could be a spot market price

or a cost of loss of good will, and g could be a salvage cost (net of the production

cost). Then, Φ(y) =
∑

j Φj(y), where

Φj(y) =







fjy if y ≥ 0,

−gjy if y ≤ 0,

We extend the transportation model to include our recourse function by intro-

ducing for each market j in scenario k two additional non-negative variables,
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ŷjk and y̌jk, reflecting over-supply and unmet demand, respectively. Letting sk

be the probability of scenario k, we have E [Φj(y)] =
∑

k sk (fj ŷjk + gj y̌jk), so

the recourse model is

min
∑m

i=1

∑n

j=1 cijxij +
∑

k sk

(
fj ŷ

k
j + gj y̌

k
j

)
: x ≥ 0

∑n
j=1 xij ≤ Si for i = 1, . . . , m

∑m

i=1 xij + ŷk
j − y̌k

j = Dk
j for j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , K.

This modelling approach extends to the n-stage recourse model in a natural

fashion. Besides production, the finance community found applications in set-

ting up portfolios of investments [27]. The stages correspond to time, and the

uncertainty is with the asset prices. Each recourse variable adjusts for the de-

cisions of the previous stages. Deficits in capital can be made up by borrowing

and surpluses can be added to reserve capital.

1.2.3 Chance-constrained model

The third model to appear as a certainty equivalent was the chance-constrained

model, by Charnes, Cooper, and Symonds [7]. Their motivating application was

planning production levels in the face of uncertain sales. The general model has

the form:

max cx : x ∈ X, P (Dx ≥ d) ≥ α,

where α ∈ [0, 1].

For the portfolio problem indicated by Table 1.1, consider the chance constraint:

P (R1x1 + R2x2 ≥ µ) ≥ α, where µ is a specified return and α is an acceptable

level of its probability.

Let sk denote the probability of scenario k and apply Bayes’ Law to obtain:

P (R1x1 + R2x2 ≥ µ) =

3∑

k=1

P
(
(Rk

1 − Rk
2)x1 ≥ µ − Rk

2 | k
)
sk,

where we substituted x2 = 1−x1. We determine which scenarios (if any) satisfy
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the condition (Rk
1 − Rk

2)x1 ≥ µ − Rk
2 . Let K(x) be this set of scenarios, so

P (R1x1 + R2x2 ≥ µ) =
∑

k∈K(x)

sk.

In particular, consider µ = 0, so the chance constraint bounds the probability

that the investment will not lose money. This chance constraint will hold for

any α ∈ [0, 1] if we set x1 = 1; it will hold for α ≤ 0.8 if we set x1 = 0.

To determine thresholds between these extremes consider the three scenarios,

shown in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Conditions to Compute Probability of Minimum Return

Scenario (k) Condition for k included in K(x)

1 x1 ≥ 2, 000, 000 + µ

2, 001, 050

2 x1 ≤ 1, 000, 000− µ

999, 025

3 x1 ≤ 125, 000− µ

124, 000

For µ = 0, the chance constraint is the probability that there be no loss. In this

case, the condition to include scenario 1 is x1 ≥ 0.995; scenarios 2 and 3 always

hold because x1 ≤ 1. Thus, we have:

P (R1x1 + R2x2 ≥ 0) =

{

1 if x1 ≥ 0.995

0.8 otherwise.

The chance-constrained model is

max px : x ∈ X, P (R(x) ≥ µ) ≥ α.

In our example, X = {(x1, x2) ≥ 0 : x1 + x2 = 1} and R(x) = R1x1 + R2x2 =

R2 + (R1 − R2)x1. Hence, px = 50000− 49000x1, and, for µ = 0, our model is

max − 49000x1 : 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1, x1 ≥ 0.995.

The solution is x∗
1 = 0.995. For µ > 1050, the solution is x∗ = (0, 1) if α ≤ 0.8,

and the problem is infeasible if α > 0.8.
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A class of models for which the chance-constrained paradigm is especially well

suited is when a government regulation stipulates that some limit cannot be vio-

lated more than some specified portion of time. One example is sulfur emissions:

P (Dx ≤ d) ≥ α requires that the probability that the sulfur emitted (Dx) is

within a prescribed limit (d) must be at least some specified level (α). Similar

chance-constrained models for water quality control are described in [12].

1.3 Robust Optimization Models

The modeling paradigm called “robust optimization” emerged from dissatisfac-

tion with limitations of the three classical models, which do not quite capture

major effects of relatively small variations. Gupta and Rosenhead [14] first in-

troduced the notion of “robustness” into an optimal solution, where they meant

it to favor flexibility in what recourses are subsequently available. Given two

policies, x1 and x2, with x1 preferred on the basis of expected return, they con-

sidered the relative flexibility of how many and what recourses are available in

each case. Unlike the mean-risk model, they need not have variances available.

Unlike the recourse model, they need not have some estimated cost structure

precisely defined. Unlike the chance-constrained model, they need not know any

probability distributions. They can choose based on some qualitative informa-

tion. For example, if x represents levels of production, they can prefer x2 if it

admits a greater number of recourse alternatives. The key in their definition of

a robust solution is the flexibility it allows after the uncertain values become

known.

A second view of robustness is the degree to which a solution is sensitive to

the underlying assumptions (beyond data values, such as functional relations).

Drawing from the concept of robust statistics, Mulvey, Vanderbei and Zenios [20]

introduced the concept of model and solution robustness using a penalty func-

tion much like the recourse model. (An example in statistics is the use of the
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median, rather than the mean, to estimate a parameter. The median is robust

because it does not change with small fluctuations in the data on each side of

the median, while the mean does.) Unlike the recourse model, the robust model

could penalize risk as in the Markowitz model without requiring scenarios to

be defined. This has evolved into a collection of robust optimization models

which we will now describe in a general way, followed by a section of specific

applications that should help clarify how these general models may arise.

1.3.1 Worst-case Hedge

A form of robustness is to choose a policy that does as well as possible under

worst possible outcomes, regardless of the probability of occurrence. This view

is that of a 2-person game, where the choice of policy x is made first, then some

“player” chooses an outcome c that is worst for that x. This is the worst-case

model :

min
x∈X

max
c

cx : Dx ≥ d for all [D d].

To avoid having an infinite number of constraints, and to correlate the objective

coefficients with the constraint data, this is modelled by discretizing the set of

uncertain values into a finite set of scenarios:

min
z,x∈X

z : z ≥ ckx, Dkx ≥ dk for k = 1, . . . , K.

The solution to this problem is sometimes called the absolute robust decision [15]

(also see [9]). Note that z is introduced to equal maxk ckx∗ in every optimal

solution, x∗.

This is pessimistic, and it may be unrealistic. The constraints require x to be

feasible in every possible realization of [D d], regardless of its probability of oc-

currence. The worst objective value (over possible c-values) may be appropriate

when all constraints are deterministic, which we consider in the special case of

interval uncertainty in the next section.
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1.3.2 Simple Case of Interval Uncertainty

Consider the worst-case robust optimization model:

min
x∈X

max
c∈C

cx.

(Only the objective coefficients are uncertain.) Let ĉ denote a central value in

the box [ c , c ], such as its expected, or most likely, value. Define a central value

solution:

x̂ ∈ argmin{ĉx : x ∈ X}.

In this section we consider the restricted case where we have a box of uncertainty

whose endpoints are proportional to the central value vector: c = (1 − ε)ĉ and

c = (1 + ε)ĉ for some ε ∈ [0, 1). Let P(ĉ, ε) = {c ∈ [ c , c ] :
∑n

j=1 cj = K},
where K =

∑

i ĉi. We call the equation the constant-sum constraint.

Let Q(ε) denote the robust optimization problem:

min
x∈X

max
c∈P(ĉ,ε)

cx,

where X is any subset of binary vectors. The following theorem demonstrates

that the central solution also solves every robust formulation that allows per-

centage deviations within a constant proportion of its central value. The proof

is based on the fact that the constant-sum constraint restricts the uncertain

parameter to balance coefficients at their upper bounds with those at their

lower bounds. Our method of proof is based on the duality theorem of linear

programming.

Theorem 1.3 Let ε ∈ [0, 1). Then, x∗ is an optimal solution to Q(0) if, and

only if, x∗ is an optimal solution to Q(ε).

Proof : We begin with some notation and general observations. Let σ(x) =

{j : xj 6= 0} (called the “support set” of x). Also, let 1 denote the vector of all

ones: (1, 1, . . . , 1)′. The following identities follow from the definitions of K and
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σ: ĉx =
∑

j∈σ(x) ĉj = K −∑j 6∈σ(x) ĉj , and ĉ(1−x) = K − ĉx =
∑

j 6∈σ(x) ĉj . Let

L = (1 − ε) and U = (1 + ε). The dual of the linear program, max
c∈P(ĉ,ε)

cx, is

min πK + Uµĉ − Lλĉ : λ, µ ≥ 0, and π + µj − λj = xj for all j = 1, . . . , n.

The dual variable π is associated with the constant-sum constraint, and λ, µ

are associated with the lower and upper bound constraints on c, respectively.

Let xε be an optimal solution to Q(ε). Our proof divides into two cases, de-

pending on whether ĉx0 is greater or less than 1

2
K.

Case 1. ĉx0 ≥ 1

2
K.

Consider the dual solution π = 1, µ = 0, and λ′ = 1− x0. This is dual-feasible,

where λ ≥ 0 because x0 ≤ 1. The dual objective value satisfies

πK + Uµĉ − Lλĉ = K − Lĉ(1 − x0) = K − L(K − ĉx0) = εK + Lĉx0.

Therefore,

max
c∈P(ĉ,ε)

cx0 ≤ εK + Lĉx0. (1.1)

Now we define cε
j = Lĉj for j 6∈ σ(xε). Since we assume that ĉx0 ≥ 1

2
K, it

follows that ĉxǫ ≥ 1

2
K, which implies that ĉ(1 − xε) ≤ 1

2
K. Consequently, we

have

cεxε = K −∑j 6∈σ(xε) cε
j

= K − L
∑

j 6∈σ(xε) ĉj

= K − L(K − ĉxε) = εK + Lĉxε,

which gives us the bound:

max
c∈P(ĉ,ε)

cxε ≥ εK + Lĉxε. (1.2)

Using (1.1) and (1.2), we then obtain the following chain of inequalities:

maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx
ε ≥ εK + Lĉxε ≥ εK + Lĉx0 ≥ maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx

0 ≥ maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx
ε.

Thus, equality must hold throughout. This establishes the following two results:

maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx
0 = maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx

ε (first = last expression)

ĉx0 = ĉxε (second = third expression and L > 0),
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which completes this case.

Case 2. ĉx0 ≤ 1

2
K.

The dual objective value of any dual-feasible solution is an upper bound on

the primal value, cx0. Choose π = 0, µ′ = x0, and λ = 0. This is clearly

dual-feasible, and its dual objective value is Uĉx0. Therefore,

max
c∈P(ĉ,ε)

cx0 ≤ Uĉx0. (1.3)

Now consider the value of ĉxε. Suppose ĉxε ≤ 1

2
K. Then define cε

j = Uĉj for

j ∈ σ(xε), and note that cε ∈ P(ĉ, ε). This is feasible (i.e., cε ∈ P(ĉ, ε)) because

cεxε ≤ 1

2
K. It follows that cεxε = Uĉxε, so we have max

c∈P(ĉ,ε)
cxε ≥ Uĉxε. On

the other hand, suppose if ĉxε > 1

2
K. Then, define cε

j = Lĉj for j 6∈ σ(xε), and

note that cε ∈ P(ĉ, ε). It follows from our analysis in Case 1 that max
c∈P(ĉ,ε)

cxε ≥
εK + Lĉxε. Taken together, this gives us the bound:

max
c∈P(ĉ,ε)

cxε ≥ min {Uĉxε, εK + Lĉxε} . (1.4)

Using Equations (1.3) and (1.4), we then obtain the following chain of inequal-

ities:

maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx
ε ≥ min {Uĉxε, εK + Lĉxε} ≥ min

{
Uĉx0, εK + Lĉx0

}

= Uĉx0 ≥ maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx
0 ≥ maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx

ε.

The equality in this chain follows from our assumption that ĉx0 ≤ 1

2
K. We con-

clude that equality must hold throughout, and maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx
0 = maxc∈P(ĉ,ε)cx

ε.

Furthermore, this shows that Uĉx0 = min {Uĉxε, εK + Lĉxε} (fourth expres-

sion = second), so either Uĉx0 = Uĉxε or Uĉx0 = εK + Lĉxε. In the former

case, we have immediately that ĉx0 = ĉxε. In the latter case, we have the

following chain of inequalities:

Uĉx0 ≤ εK + Lĉx0 ≤ εK + Lĉxε = Uĉx0.

Since equality must hold throughout, we conclude ĉx0 = ĉxε.
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Example. Let X = {(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)} and ĉ = (1, 2). The central solution is

x̂ = (1, 0), and the worst-case model is

min
x∈X

max
c

c1x1 + c2x2 :

1 − ε ≤ c1 ≤ 1 + ε

2 − 2ε ≤ c2 ≤ 2 + 2ε

c1 + c2 = 3.

For each x, the maximization problem is a linear program with one equality

constraint. Therefore, an optimal c occurs at one of the four basic solutions.

Of these, only two are feasible: c = (1 ± ε, 3 − c1). The robust optimization

problem is thus:

min
x∈X

max{(1 + ε)x1 + (2 − ε)x2, (1 − ε)x1 + (2 + ε)x2}.

We have

max{(1+ε)x1+(2−ε)x2, (1−ε)x1+(2+ε)x2} = ĉx+max{ε(x1−x2), ε(x2−x1)}.

The robust optimization model is thus equivalent to

min
x∈X

{ĉx + ε|x1 − x2|}.

The central solution yields ĉ1 + ε, which dominates the value of x = (0, 1).

The value of x = (1, 1) is ĉ1 + ĉ2, which is 3. This is greater than the central

solution value for ε < 1. The relations that make this example result in the

optimality of the central solution are used in the proof. In particular, if c2 > ĉ2,

we must have c1 = (1 − ε)ĉ1, in which case c2 = K − c1 = ĉ2 − εĉ1. Thus,

cx = ĉx − 2εĉ1x2 ≤ ĉx, so c = ĉ is a better value than c for any x, whence ĉ is

a maximum of the rival “player,” for any x.

Now consider the following variation of the portfolio problem. Instead of al-

lowing capital to be split among assets in arbitrary fashion, let xj be a binary

variable that equals 1 if we select asset j (0 otherwise). Then, let X = {x ∈
{0, 1}n : ax ≤ b}, where aj is the amount of capital needed to invest in asset j

and b is the total budget.
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The interval uncertainty model of Theorem 1.3 assumes that the return is known

to be within the bounds, (1 − ε)ĉ to (1 + ε)ĉ for some ε ∈ [0, 1), and that the

sum of the returns is the same for all possible realizations. Theorem 1.3 tells us

that the assets selected are those that solve the central value problem:

max
x∈X

ĉx,

which is a knapsack problem.

Our example in Table 1.1 does not satisfy these interval assumptions. However,

if we keep the same expected returns, with ĉ = (1000, 50000), the solution for

a2 ≤ b < a1 + a2 is x∗ = (0, 1), assuming the actual returns satisfy

(1 − ε)(1000, 50000) ≤ R ≤ (1 + ε)(1000, 50000)

for some ε ∈ [0, 1) and R1 + R2 = 51000.

The motivating application for Theorem 1.3 was the following sensor placement

problem [6]. We are given a water distribution network that could be contam-

inated by some entry at a node. Sensors can be placed on the pipes (arcs) to

detect the contaminant when it flows by, and we wish to minimize the expected

number of nodes that the contaminant reaches undetected. Let xij denote a bi-

nary variable that is 1 if, and only if, node j is contaminated without detection,

given the entry is at node i. (These are actually auxiliary variables in a model

where the primary variables are where to place the sensors.) The problem is

min
x∈X

∑

i

∑

j∈Ri
αixij ,

where Ri is the set of reachable nodes from node i.

The contaminant entry probabilities (α) are estimated using data and expert

judgement, and they are subject to error. We know
∑

i αi = 1, and we assume

(1−ε)α̂ ≤ α ≤ (1+ε)α̂, where α̂ is the central value (viz., the original estimate).

The situation meets the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, so we can solve the worst-

case robust optimization model by solving the central problem:

min
x∈X

∑

i

∑

j∈Ri
α̂i xij .
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Yaman, Karasan and Pinar [26] proved a similar theorem for the minimum

spanning tree problem, where they defined the central solution to be a permanent

solution, as it remains optimal under perturbations of the data.

1.3.3 Minimax Regret

Another robust optimization model is to minimize the regret, which we now

define. For each scenario (k), let zk be the optimal objective value if the data

were known with certainty — that is,

zk = max
x∈X

{ckx : Dkx ≥ dk}.

(The problem could be minimization, but the regret value given below is the

same — the greatest amount that a candidate solution deviates from zk.)

For the robust deviation decision, define the objective value of x ∈ X : Dkx ≥ dk

to be the maximum regret :

f(x) = max
k

{zk − ckx}.

For the relative robust decision, assume zk > 0 for all k, and define the objective

value of x ∈ X : Dkx ≥ dk to be the maximum regret normalized by zk:

f(x) = max
k

zk − ckx

zk
= 1 − min

k

ckx

zk
.

Then, the certainty equivalent models are, respectively:

min
x∈X

max
k

{
zk − ckx

}
: Dkx ≥ dk for all k = 1, . . . , K,

and

max
x∈X

min
k

{
ckx

zk

}

: Dkx ≥ dk for all k = 1, . . . , K.

For the investment problem (Table 1.1, p. 3), we have z1 = 1, 050, z2 =

1, 000, 000, and z3 = 125, 000. Figure 1.4 shows the regret functions, zk − Rkx

(with x2 = 1 − x1) for k = 1, 2, 3. The minimum regret solution is x∗ = ( 2

3
, 1

3
).
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Figure 1.4: Regret Functions for each Scenario in Example

As long as the solution is obtained for each scenario, it is useful to present how

that solution fares in the other scenarios. This gives rise to a square array of

the form:
Policy 1 2 · · · K

x1 z1 c2x1 · · · cKx1

x2 c1x2 z2 · · · cKx2

...
...

. . .
...

xK c1xK c2xK · · · zK

The off-diagonal terms are well defined when the policy is feasible (for example,

x1 is feasible in scenario 2). Otherwise, the table could show the infeasibility,

or there can be some recourse function to penalize the infeasibility consistently

across scenarios.

One might add other information, such as the probability of each scenario,

if available. One can then compare these solutions with the minimax robust

solution for additional judgements about its quality. For the example, we have
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the array shown in Table 1.4.

Table 1.4: Scenario Solutions for Example

Scenario

Policy 1 2 3 E [x] x′Vx

x1 = (1, 0) 1, 050∗ 975 1, 000 1, 000 750

x2 = (0, 1) −2, 000, 000 1, 000, 000∗ 125, 000 50, 000 1, 203, 750, 000, 000

x3 = (0, 1) −2, 000, 000 1, 000, 000 125, 000∗ 50, 000 1, 203, 750, 000, 000

x∗ = ( 2

3
, 1

3
) −1, 331, 233 333, 983 42, 333 17, 333 133, 736, 667, 000

∗Optimal

The normalized regret problem is

max
0≤x1≤1

min

{
1050x1 − 2000000(1 − x1)

1050
,
975x1 + 1000000(1 − x1)

1000000
,
1000x1 + 125000(1 − x1)

125000

}

.

The solution is x∗ = (0.9995, 0.0005).

1.3.4 Uncertainty Sets

Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [3, 4] introduced the model:

max
(z, x)

z : x ∈ X

z ≤ ckx, yk = max{0, dk − Dkx}, ||yk|| ≤ rk for k = 1, . . . , K.

The key here is the representation of uncertainty by limiting the violation (y)

by r. For rk = 0, we require yk = 0, which means we require that the constraint

for scenario k hold: Dkx ≥ dk. Thus, this includes the worst-case model with

all scenarios required to hold for x to be feasible. More generally, with r > 0,

the feasible set is ellipsoidal, and it includes the Markowitz mean-risk model

by defining the norm to be
√

y′V y. Furthermore, the objective constraints

can be merged with the others, so the uncertainty of c can be included in the

uncertainty of [D d].
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We use the extended framework by Chen, et al. [8]. Let (D̂, d̂) be some cen-

tral (or reference) value, and define the uncertain set of data: Uω = {(D, d) :

||(D, d) − (D̂, d̂)|| ≤ ω}, where ω ≥ 0 is called the budget of uncertainty. Then,

the feasible region is defined as

X(ω) = {x ∈ X : Dx ≥ d for all [D d] ∈ Uω}.

An important observation by Chen, et al. [8] is that under mild assumptions

the set of x satisfying the chance constraint, P (Dx ≥ d) ≥ α, contains X(ω)

for some ω.

For the investment problem in Table 1.1, let the central value of the returns

be their expected values. Then, using the absolute value norm, we have the

uncertainty sets shown in Table 1.5.

Table 1.5: Uncertainty Sets for Example Investment Problem

ω {R : |R1 − 1, 000|+ |R2 − 50, 000| ≤ ω}
< 75000 ∅

[75000, 950025) {(1000, 125000)}
[950025, 2050050) {(1000, 125000), (975, 1000000)}

≥ 2050050 {(1000, 125000), (975, 1000000), (1050, −2000000)}

This particular approach is among the most active areas of robust optimization

research. See [2] for an overview and recent results in theory, algorithm design,

and applications.

1.4 More Applications

In this section we describe more applications and apply different robust opti-

mization models to them.

Job Sequencing. A batch of n jobs arrives into a system and each must be
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processed on a machine. We can decide the order. Job j takes tj minutes to be

completed. If we sequence the jobs as 1, 2, . . . , n, job 1 will be in the system t1

minutes and job 2 will be in the system t1 + t2 minutes; in general, job j will

be in the system t1 + · · · + tj minutes. The total job-time in the system is the

sum:

T =
n∑

i=1

(n − i + 1)ti.

If each job’s time is known with certainty, an optimal sequence, one which

minimizes total job-time T , is by descending order: t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tn. This is

called the “Shortest Processing Time” (SPT) Rule.

In general, a sequence is represented by a permutation, π = (π1, . . . , πn), so the

total job-time in the system is

T (π) =
n∑

i=1

(n − i + 1)tπi
.

Suppose the job times are not known with certainty. One rule is to order them

by their mean values. In particular, if ti is uniformly distributed on [ai, bi], the

mean value is mi = 1

2
(ai + bi) and the variance is 1

12 (bi − ai)
2. To illustrate,

consider four jobs with intervals [5, 50], [15, 45], [22, 40], and [31, 35]. Sequencing

by their means, the expected total job-time is given by:

E [T (π)] = 4m1 + 3m2 + 2m3 + m4 = 4(27.5) + 3(30) + 2(31) + 33 = 295.

A worst-case robust solution sorts the jobs by their max times. That sequence

is π = (4, 3, 2, 1), and the max job-time is

E [T (π)] = 4b4 + 3b3 + 2b2 + b1 = 4(35) + 3(40) + 2(45) + 50 = 400.

Suppose the job times are independent. Their variances are σ2 = 1
12 (452, 302, 182, 42) =

(168 3

4
, 75, 27, 1 1

3
). Thus, for π = (1, 2, 3, 4),

V (T (π)) = 16(168 3

4
) + 9(75) + 4(27) + 1 1

3
= 3, 484 1

3
.

For π = (4, 3, 2, 1), V (T (π)) = 733.1, which is much less.
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Figure 1.5: Efficient Frontier for Mean-Variance Model of Scheduling Example

More generally, Figure 1.5 shows the efficient frontier of E [T ] versus V (T ); the

mean-value ordering is at one end, and the max-value ordering is at the other.

Newsboy Problem. This is a classical problem in operations research, which

formed the basis for the early inventory models. A newspaper is concerned with

controlling the number of papers to be distributed to newsstands. The cost of a

paper varies, and the demand is a random variable, d, with probability function

P (d). Unsold papers are returned, losing millions of dollars in the production

cost. It is possible, however, for a newsstand to order more papers the same

day. There are holding and shortage costs. The profit function for ordering Q

papers with demand d is given by:

f(Q, d) =







(p − c)Q − g(d − Q) if Q ≤ d

(p − c)d − (c − s)(Q − d) if Q ≥ d,

where p = sales price, c = cost, g = shortage cost, and s = salvage value of

unsold papers. (s = 0 in the original newsboy problem, but we include it here,
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as it appears in the more general extensions.)

The decision variable is Q, the amount ordered. An expected-value model seeks

to maximize E [f(Q, d)] =
∑

d f(Q, d)P (d). If demand has a significant variance,

the newsboy could miss opportunities for sales, or he could be stuck with a lot

of rather worthless newspapers.

The worst-case robust optimization model seeks to maximize mindf(Q, d). For

known demand, the optimal ordering quantity is the demand and the maximum

profit is z(d) = (p − c)d. Thus, the minimax regret model is:

min
Q

max
d

{z(d) − f(Q, d)}.

For example, suppose d has only two values: d < d. Then, the worst-case robust

optimization model is:

max
d≤Q≤d

F (Q),

where

F (Q) = mind{f(Q, d)}
= min{f(Q, d), f(Q, d)}
= min{(p − c)d − (c − s)(Q − d), (p − c)Q − g(d − Q)}
= min{(p − s)d − (c − s)Q, (p − c + g)Q − gd}

The solution occurs where (p − s)d − (c − s)Q = (p − c + g)Q − gd, which is at

Q∗ =
p − s

p − s + g
d +

g

p − s + g
d. This is independent of the cost of a newspaper

(c) because both outcomes incur the cost c Q.

The absolute minimax regret model is given by:

max{z(d) − f(Q, d), z(d) − f(Q, d)} = max{(c − s)(Q − d), g(d − Q}

⇒Q∗ =
c − s

c − s + g
d +

g

c − s + g
d.

This says that the minimax regret ordering quantity is in the interval bounded by

the two possible demands, where the weight on the lower bound is the cost minus

salvage value and the weight on the upper bound is the shortage cost. Thus,

if the salvage value or the shortage cost is nearly zero, the minimax absolute
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regret solution is near the lower bound, accepting the possible shortage (d− d).

If the shortage cost dominates, the solution is near the upper bound, accepting

the possible excess (d− d). If c− s = g, the solution is at the midpoint because

the shortage and excess recourse costs are the same.

Assuming z(d) > 0 for all d, the normalized regret model is

max
Q

min
d

f(Q, d)

z(d)
.

For the two-demand case,

min

{
f(Q, d)

z(d)
,

f(Q, d)

z(d)

}

= min

{

1 − (c − s)(Q − d)

(p − c)d
, 1 − g(d − Q)

(p − c)d

}

⇒Q∗ =
d d (c − s + g)

(c − s)d + gd
.

This is also in the interval [d, d], with coefficients

Q∗ =
(c − s)d

(c − s)d + gd
d +

gd

(c − s)d + gd
d.

Unlike the absolute regret solution, these coefficients depend upon the bounds.

In particular, as d → ∞, Q∗ → d (1 + g
c−s

), whereas in the absolute regret

solution, Q∗ → ∞ (assuming gd > 0), as does the worst-case robust optimization

solution.

Revenue Management [22]. A hotel can sell a room for a low price of $100,

or it can hold the room in hope of a customer who will pay the regular price of

$160. The regular demand is uncertain, but the hotel estimates that its demand

will have one room available with probability 0.25; the probability of no surplus

rooms is 0.75. The decision is whether to sell now at the lower price.

Table 1.6 shows the decision process and the outcome possibilities. The max-

imum expected revenue is $120 by holding the room. However, it has a high

variance, compared to a zero variance for selling. A worst-case robust solution

is to sell because we are guaranteed $100, while holding the room could result

in zero revenue.
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Table 1.6: Outcomes for Sell or Hold Decision

Demand Surplus Expected

Decision 0 ≥ 1 Revenue Variance

Sell 100 100 100 0

Hold 160 0 120 4800

Probability 0.75 0.25

The maximum revenue for each possible outcome is z0 = 160 (hold) and z1 =

100 (sell). The minimax absolute regret solution is thus:

min{max{z0 − 100, z1 − 100}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

, max{z0 − 160, z1 − 0}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

}

Sell Hold

= min{60, 100} = 60 (sell).

The relative regret solution is:

min
{

max
{z0 − 100

z0
,

z1 − 100

z1

}
, max

{z0 − 160

z0
,

z1 − 0)

z1

}}

= min
{

3
8 , 1

}
= 3

8 (sell).

In this example the worst-case robust optimization model has the same decision

as the two minimax regret models, which is to sell the room at the discount

price. These run counter to the expected-value solution, but a risk term could

be added, as in the Markowitz modeling paradigm, in which case there is a price

of risk that renders the optimal solution to sell.

Transportation Problem. Another classical OR problem is a min-cost ship-

ment from sources to destinations. Let xij = amount shipped from source i

to destination j. The data are unit shipment costs (cij), supplies (si), and

demands (dj). Here is the standard model:

min
∑m

i=1

∑n

j=1 cijxij : x ≥ 0
∑n

j=1 xij ≤ si (supply limit)
∑m

i=1 xij ≥ dj (demand requirement).
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When m = n and si = dj = 1 for all i, j, this is the standard assignment

problem, and xij = 1 if person i is assigned to job j (otherwise, xij = 0).

Let us first assume that s and d are known, so the uncertainty is only in the

costs. A worst-case robust optimization model has the form:

min
x∈X

max
c∈C

m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

cijxij ,

where X = {x ≥ 0 :
∑n

j=1 xij ≤ si,
∑m

i=1 xij ≥ dj}, and C is the set of possible

cost matrices.

The assignment problem satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.3 if there exists

a central value (ĉ) and

C =
{

c : (1 − ε)ĉ ≤ c ≤ (1 + ε)ĉ,
∑

i,j cij =
∑

i,j ĉij

}

.

In that case, the central solution is all we need to solve this for all ε ∈ (0, 1).

If this interval uncertainty is not the case, or if this is not the assignment

problem, suppose there is a finite set of scenarios, indexed by k = 1, . . . , K.

The worst-case robust optimization model is given by:

min z : x ∈ X, z ≥
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

ck
ijxij for k = 1, . . . , K.

Define the minimum cost for each scenario:

zk = min
x∈X

m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

ck
ijxij .

The absolute minimax regret model is the linear program:

min z : x ∈ X, z ≥
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

ck
ijxij − zk for k = 1, . . . , K.

The relative minimax regret model is also a linear program:

min z : x ∈ X, zk z ≥
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

ck
ijxij − zk for k = 1, . . . , K.
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Now consider uncertain supplies and/or demands. The recourse model puts

additional variables associated with each scenario:

min
∑

i,j E [cij ] xij + Φ(u, v) :
∑

j xij − uk
i = sk

i , ∀i
∑

i xij + vk
j = dk

j , ∀j

for k = 1, . . . , K,

where Φ penalizes supply shortage (uk
i > 0) and demand shortage (vk

j > 0).

The robust optimization model introduced by Mulvey, et al. [20] includes penalty

functions akin to the Markowitz Mean-Variance model:

min
∑

i,j E [cij ] xij +
∑

k λk

(
∑

i U2
ik +

∑

j V 2
jk

)

: x ≥ 0

∑

j xij − uk
i = sk

i , Uik ≥ 0, Uik ≥ uk
i , ∀i

∑

i xij + vk
j = dk

j , Vjk ≥ 0, Vjk ≥ vk
j , ∀j

for k = 1, . . . , K,

where λ > 0 is a vector of parameters that represents a cost of shortage. The

penalty costs can vary by scenario, which could include the probability of the

scenario’s occurrence. If
∑

i xij ≤ sk
i , Uik = 0 is feasible, so there is no penalty.

Similarly, if
∑

j xij ≥ dk
j , Vjk = 0 is feasible, so there is no penalty. If either

Uik > 0 for some i or Vjk > 0 for some j, the penalty is λk times the sum-

squares of those shortages. If we follow the Markowitz modeling paradigm, we

have only one risk parameter, with λk = λ for all k.

Example. Figure 1.6 shows a 2 × 3 transportation network with supply and

demand data for two scenarios.

The unit costs are given by:

c1 =




10 12 15

12 15 18



 and c2 =




15 12 10

13 14 15





The optimal solution to each scenario is shown in Table1.7, along with a recourse

solution that requires demand feasibility in each scenario.
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Figure 1.6: Transportation Network Example

Table 1.7: Optimal Flows for Transportation Example

Policy Flow Cost Shortage

Scenario 1
5 10 5

10 0 0
365 0

Scenario 2
0 20 15

20 5 0
720 0

Recourse
0 20 15

20 5 0
750∗ 15∗

∗expected value

The minimax regret models are infeasible because they require a flow to satisfy

supply and demand constraints for each scenario. This means x is restricted by:

∑

j xij ≤ minksk
i , ∀i

∑

i xij ≥ maxkdk
j , ∀j

This is infeasible whenever
∑

i minksk
i <

∑

j maxkdk
j , as in the example.

We consider a robust optimization model that penalizes shortages but does

not require supply and demand feasibility in all scenarios. Further, we use a

common risk penalty parameter (λ). For this problem, we thus have the robust

optimization model:

min E [c] x + λ
∑

k

(
∑

i uk
i +

∑

j vk
j

)

:
∑

j xij − uk
i ≤ sk

i , ∀i, k
∑

i xij + vk
j ≥ dk

j , ∀j, k

x, u, v ≥ 0.
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With λ = 0 and the added constraints uk
i = 0 for all i, k, we obtain the recourse

model solution shown in Table 1.7. Here we allow shortages to occur at a supply

node (uk
i > 0) or at a demand node (vk

j > 0); the penalty is the same, namely

λ for each unit. Figure 1.7 shows the expected cost versus shortage as λ varies.
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Figure 1.7: Costs and Shortages for Transportation Example

The curves are mostly flat, except that there is a sharp ramp from λ = 5.8 to

λ = 6.25. Table 1.8 shows the optimal flows; note the rise in x12, then suddenly

to the flows that comprise the optimal solution for scenario 1.

As an alternative, consider an uncertainty-set robust optimization model, where
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Table 1.8: Optimal Flows as Functions of λ

λ x∗

0 − 5.9

[

0 0 0

0 0 0

]

6

[

0 4.4 0

0 0 0

]

6.02 − 6.24

[

0 10 0

0 0 0

]

≥ 6.26

[

5 10 5

10 0 0

]

the supplies and demands are correlated to be feasible:

D = {(s, d) ≥ 0 :
∑

i si ≥
∑

j dj}.

In particular, we could have a central value and maintain constant-sum sup-

plies and constant-sum demands, allowing individual supplies and demands to

vary independently within the two degrees of freedom lost for the constant-sum

equations. Then,

Uω = {(s, d) ∈ D : ‖(s, d) − (ŝ, d̂)‖ ≤ ω}.

The robust optimization model is

min
∑

i,j

cijxij : x ≥ 0,
{
∑

j xij ≤ si,
∑

i xij ≥ dj

}

∀(s, d) ∈ Uω.

The robust models for cost uncertainty can be included as well. The net result

is that we can find a shipment (or assignment) that is feasible in all admissi-

ble scenarios (i.e., in Uω), and for which we minimize the maximum cost (or

maximum regret).

A problem with this uncertainty-set model is the likelihood of infeasibility. As

in the example, we could wind up with the impossibility:

min
(s,d)∈Uω

(
∑

i si −
∑

j dj

)

< 0.
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If the central value has surplus supply (i.e.,
∑

i ŝi >
∑

j d̂j), this infeasibility

can be mitigated by choosing ω sufficiently small. This is appropriate when the

robustness sought is with respect to insensitivity to small perturbations in the

data.

The standard transportation problem can be modified in several ways. One is to

suppose the network is sparse — not every supplier can ship to every consumer.

This is realistic and makes the deterministic problem much more tractable for

very large networks. However, the topology of the network could then become

a source of uncertainty, which renders the robust optimization models difficult

to solve. Another extension is to add uncertain bounds on the flows: x ≤ U ,

where U is the capacity of arc <i, j>. If major variations are allowed, the

bounds could control the topology by having Uij = 0 mean that arc xij is

absent. There could also be gains or losses during shipment, and those values

could be uncertain. Again, if large variations are possible, a 100% loss value

essentially removes the arc from the network. In general, robust optimization

models can deal effectively with insensitivity to small fluctuations in the data,

but allowing the topology to change is a hard problem.

Capacity Expansion. Consider the following power system problem [16, 21].

Electricity can be generated by different types of plants, like coal-fired boilers,

oil-fired turbines, and nuclear power plants. During a cycle, like 24 hours, the

demand for electricity varies, and that load is sorted into the load-duration curve,

as illustrated in Figure 1.8. The curve is approximated by three steps, called

modes : (1) base, which is ongoing demand for electricity throughout the region

being serviced; (2) peak, which is the greatest amount, but for a short duration,

usually during mid-day for temperature control in business and residence; and,

(3) intermediate, which is between the base and peak loads.
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Figure 1.8: Load-Duration Curve for Example Electric Power System

The approximation allows us to model electricity generation and demand satis-

faction as a linear program:

min
∑

i fixi +
∑

j Tj

∑

i cijyij : x, y ≥ 0
∑

j yij − xi ≤ 0 (capacity limit)

Tj

∑

i yij ≥ dj (demand),

where xi is the amount of capacity of type i that is made available (fi = annu-

alized capital cost), and yij is the level of operation of plant i to fulfill demand

during mode j (cij is its unit operating cost). The demand, dj , is by mode

(base, intermediate, and peak).

The capacity decisions (x) must be made before the demands are known. Then,

y must operate within those capacity limits, which could result in a shortage

(where dj is greater than expected) or excess capacity (where dj is less than

expected).

One robust optimization model is to prepare for the worst case — that is, the

greatest demand in each mode. This is likely to be overly pessimistic because

demands might shift, rather than move in parallel across modes, in which case

we would inevitably incur excess capacity.
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Here is a scenario-based robust optimization model:

min fx + E [ζ] + λ1E
[

(ζ − E [ζ])
2
]

+ λ2E
[

‖κk ‖2
]

+ λ3E
[

‖δk ‖2
]

:

κk
i ≥ xi −

∑

j yk
ij ∀ i, k (excess capacity)

δk
j ≥ dk

j − T k
j

∑

i yk
ij ∀ j, k (shortage)

x, y, κ, δ ≥ 0,

where κk is the excess capacity vector and δk is the shortage vector for scenario

k. (Note: κk
i = max{0, xi −

∑

j yk
ij} and δk

j = max{0, dk
j − T k

j

∑

i yk
ij}.) The

random variable, ζ, is defined over scenarios:

P
(
ζ =

∑

j T k
j

∑

i cijy
k
ij

)
= sk.

The multipliers are

λ1 = usual price of risk, as in the Markowitz Mean-Risk model

λ2 = price of having excess capacity

λ3 = price of having shortage

To illustrate, Table 1.9 gives data for four types of plants (taken from [16, 21]),

and Table 1.10 gives the demands for each of four scenarios.

Table 1.9: Supply Options and Associated Costs for Example

Annualized Operating cost

Plant Capital Cost (same for all modes)

A 200 30

B 500 10

C 300 20

D 0 200

Now consider the regret models. We have

zk = min
∑

i fixi +
∑

j Tj

∑

i cijyij : x, y ≥ 0
∑

j yij − xi ≤ 0 (capacity limit)

Tj

∑

i yij ≥ dk
j (demand),
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Table 1.10: Demand Loads and Durations for Scenarios

Base Intermediate Peak

Scenario Load Duration Load Duration Load Duration

1 8 24 6 12 4 6

2 8.67 24 7 10 1.33 5

3 9 24 7.33 10 1.67 4

4 8.25 24 5 12 2.5 4

(Note: T and c are the same for all scenarios.)

Table 1.11 shows the table introduced in §1.3.3 (p. 22). The diagonal values

are the scenario optima, z1, . . . , z4. The off-diagonal entries reflect the cost

of (xp, ykp), the best possible response to scenario k given that the capacity

decisions (xp) were fixed assuming scenario (p). We assume each scenario is

equally-likely, so sk = 1

4
, ∀k.

Table 1.11: Scenario Optima Over Scenarios

Scenario Expected

Policy 1 2 3 4 Cost

1 10,680.0∗ 10,608.1 10,899.4 10,110.0 10,574.38

2 11,620.4 10,381.3∗ 11,398.8 9,980.2 10,855.13

3 10,860.0 10,614.3 10,859.4∗ 10,200.0 10,633.43

4 12,560.0 11,210.6 12,561.0 9,605.0∗ 11,484.15

E[Cost] 10,715.0 10,898.1 10,889.4 10,055.0 10,055.00∗

Minimax Regret Solutions

Absolute 11,048.6 10,749.9 11,228.0 9,973.6 10,750.05

Relative 11,081.1 10,771.2 11,267.2 9,965.7 10,771.30

∗Optimal

Table 1.12 shows the optimal capacities for each of the seven policies — x1, . . . , x4

are the scenario optima; xA, xR are the absolute and relative minimax regret

solutions, and xE is the expected-cost optimum.
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Table 1.12: Optimal Capacities

Plant

Policy A B C D

x1 4.00 8.00 6.00 0

x2 8.33 8.67 0.00 1.00

x3 9.00 9.00 0.00 0

x4 2.50 8.25 5.00 2.25

xA 4.34 8.25 5.00 0.41

xR 4.30 8.25 5.00 0.45

xE 4.75 8.25 5.00 0

The absolute regret solution uses slightly more capacity of plant A, thus reduc-

ing the amount of plant D needed to fulfill demand; otherwise, the two regret

solutions are essentially the same. The expected value solution is constrained to

satisfy demand for each scenario, and it does so without plant D. The difference

with the regret solutions is the amount of plant A capacity made available.

The total excess capacity in each case is 0, 1, 1.25, or 2.25, depending on the

scenario and policy. The expected value solution has 2.25 excess capacity of

plant A in scenario 1, while the regret solutions have only 2.05. All three

solutions have no excess capacity in the other plants.

Facility Location. A standard facility location problem is to choose the coor-

dinates of a point that minimizes the total (weighted) distance to each of a set

of given points. The points could represent population centers in a region and

the weights are the populations. The facility is one of service, like a hospital,

and the objective is to provide an overall best service by being centrally located.

Here is a basic model:

min
x,y

m∑

i=1

widi(x, y),

where w ≥ 0 and di is the distance from (xi, yi) to (x, y). The distance is

typically given by some norm: di(x, y) = ‖(xi, yi) − (x, y)‖.
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Suppose the problem is unweighted and we use the city-block distance (L1 norm):

min
x,y

m∑

i=1

(|xi − x| + |yi − y|) .

First, we note that we can optimize each coordinate separately. Second, the

minimum L1 placement is the median, given as follows. Let π be a permutation

of the x values such that xπ1
≤ xπ2

≤ · · · ≤ xπm
. If m is odd, the median is

the mid-point, xπ m+1
2

. Thus, 5 is the median of 1, 2, 5, 9, 50. If m is even, the

median can be any point in the interval such that half the points are less and half

are greater. Thus, any value in the interval (5, 9) is a median of 1, 2, 5, 9, 50, 90.

We do the same thing to compute the median of {yi} to obtain the median

coordinate in the plane. We leave as an exercise that a median is the location

problem solution when using the L1 norm.

Now consider the Euclidean norm (L2). The location problem is given by:

min
x,y

m∑

i=1

√

(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2.

The solution to this problem is the mean: (x∗, y∗) = 1
m

∑m

i=1(xi, yi). Compared

to the median, this is very sensitive to the given coordinates, especially to

outliers — a few points far from the others. For that reason, the median is a

more robust solution than the mean.

The family of norms, Lp(v) =
(
∑

j |vj |p
) 1

p

, approaches L∞ = maxj{|vj |}. The

location problem for the Lp norm is given by:

min
x,y

m∑

i=1

wi (|xi − x|p + |yi − y|p) 1
p ,

and as p → ∞,

min
x,y

m∑

i=1

wi max{|xi − x|, |yi − y|}.

In statistical estimation, Lp is more robust than Lp+1 because it is less sensitive

to the data (both the weights and the given coordinates).

However, a robust optimization model does not sum the distances at all. It
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defines the problem as:

min
x,y

maxi{widi(x, y)}

We call this solution the center of the convex hull of the given points. It is

insensitive to small changes in the coordinates or weights of non-extreme points,

and in that sense the center is a robust solution. While there are two concepts

of robustness, median vs. mean and center vs. L∞, both pertain to insensitivity

to the given data, but they have different kinds of sensitivities. The median,

which is optimal with summing the L1 norms, is insensitive to perturbations of

all data values; it depends upon only their relative values. The center depends

upon the data of the outliers, which are extreme points of the convex hull. (The

converse is not true — not all extreme points are outliers.)

Figure 1.9 illustrates this for 9 points. Table 1.13 shows the objective values for

each of the three location points.
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Figure 1.9: Median, Mean, and Center are Respective Solutions for Facility

Location Using
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Table 1.13: Median, Mean, and Center Distances Using
∑

L1,
∑

L2, and

maxL1 Objectives

x y
∑

L1

∑
L2 maxL1

median 60 30 575∗ 164.39 130

mean 55.56 46.11 595.56 156.56∗ 109.44

center 50 50 605 157.88 100∗

∗Optimal

Engineering Design. The engineering design problem specifies outputs (y) as

a function of inputs that consist of decision variables (x) and (non-controllable)

parameters (p):

y = F (x, p).

Some parameters are random variables. If the actual value of a decision variable

is random, the optimization model uses the mean of its distribution as the

decision variable and accounts for its variation in some way.

There is a target value, denoted T , and a robust design is one that chooses

x (or its mean) to minimize some combination of the distance between y and

the target, E [‖y − T ‖], and variation around that, typically with a standard

deviation risk metric. The model is similar to the Markowitz Mean-Risk model,

but not quite the same. We illustrate with some examples.

Electric circuit example [25, 1]. We want to build an AC circuit with output

current given by

y =

√

V

R2 + (2πfL)2
,

where V is the input voltage, R is the resistance, f is the frequency, and L is the

self-inductance. Resistance and self-inductance are decision variables, restricted

to the sets R= {1 ohm, 2 ohms, 3 ohms} and L= {1 henry, 2 henries, 3 henries},

respectively. Voltage and frequency are not decision variables, but they have

some noise — that is, V and f are random variables with known means and
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variances.

For each (R, L) ∈ R × L, there are observed deviations in y with ymin, ymax

being the minimum and maximum noise values, shown in Table 1.14. The y is

the observed mean value of y, and s is its observed standard deviation. The last

column is the distance of the mean from the target of 10 amps.

Table 1.14: Variations in Output Current for (R, L) ∈ R× L

R L ymin ymax max{|ymin − 10|, |ymax − 10|} y s |y − 10|
1 1 21.5 38.4 28.4 29.95 11.95 19.95

1 2 10.8 19.4 9.4 15.10 6.08 5.10

1 3 7.2 13.0 3.0 10.10 4.38 0.10

2 1 13.1 20.7 10.7 16.90 5.37 6.90

2 2 9.0 15.2 5.2 12.10 4.38 2.10

2 3 6.6 11.5 3.4 9.05 3.46 0.95

3 1 8.0 12.2 2.2 10.10 2.97 0.10

3 2 6.8 10.7 3.2 8.75 2.76 1.25

3 3 5.5 9.1 4.5 7.30 2.54 2.70

The design parameters that minimize the distance from the target is (R, L) =

(1, 3), (3, 1). The former has a deviation of 4.38, while the latter has a deviation

of 2.97. Thus, the latter would be preferred. However, the overall min-deviation

solution is with (R, L) = (3, 3), though its distance from the target is 2.70. One

worst-case robust optimization model is given by:

min
R∈R
L∈L

max
{
|ymin(R, L) − 10|, |ymax(R, L) − 10|

}
.

The solution to this model is (R, L) = (3, 1).

Using the extreme values (ymin, ymax) is overly conservative, as they are obtained

by a large number of experiments. Instead, consider a mean-risk model, where

two objectives are to minimize the deviation from the target, |y(R, L) − 10|,
and the standard deviation about the mean, s(R, L). We define a solution

(R, L) to be robust if there does not exist another solution (R′, L′) for which
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|y(R′, L′) − 10| ≤ |y(R, L) − 10| and s(R′, L′) ≤ s(R, L). Here we have three

robust solutions: (1, 3), (3, 2), and (3, 3).

Engine design example [19]. We have five design variables: fan pressure ratio

(FPR), exhaust jet velocity ratio (VJR), combustor exit temperature (CET),

high compressor pressure ratio (HCPR), and low compressor pressure ratio

(LCPR). In addition, there are three parameters: high turbine compressor effi-

ciency (htce), high turbine efficiency (hte), and low turbine efficiency (lte). The

design variables and the parameters are each normally distributed with given

standard deviations, shown in Table 1.15.

Table 1.15: Design Variables and Parameters Data

Variable/ Standard

Parameter Mean Deviation Range

FPR µFPR 0.1 1.25 ≤ µFPR ≤ 1.6

VJR µVJR 100 0.6 ≤ µVJR ≤ 0.9

CET µCET 1.5 2400 ≤ µCET ≤ 4000

HCPR µHCPR 0.5 10.2 ≤ µHCPR ≤ 25

LCPR µLCPR 0.1 1.15 ≤ µLCPR ≤ 4.9

htce 0.891 0.0033 n/a

hte 0.933 0.0033 n/a

ltc 0.9 0.0033 n/a

The aircraft’s range is a nonlinear function of the design variables and param-

eters. The robust optimization model has the form of Markowitz’s Mean-Risk

model, except that the design engineer uses standard deviation instead of vari-

ance:

max µRange − λσRange,

where λ > 0 is chosen to reflect the relative importance of robustness.

Figure 1.10 gives four solutions. One is the expected-value solution (λ = 0),

one is the worst-case robust solution (λ = ∞), and two are in between. The
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maximum expected range has a chance of having the aircraft’s range be less

than that of the worst-case robust solution. The optimal robust solution re-

sults with µRange = 2200.52 and σRange = 54.1189, so µRange ± 3σRange =

[2038.1658, 2362.8792]. The optimal expected range results with µRange =

2671.1454 and σRange = 225.7006, so µRange±3σRange = [1994.0436, 3348.2472].

Which solution is best (among the four) depends on what value we place on the

range. If being less than 2,050 has dire consequences, the robust solution is

preferred over the expected-value solution.
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Figure 1.10: Solutions to the Engine Design Example

1.5 Summary

We have seen that robust optimization can be a worst-case model, minimax

regret, or a model of uncertainty that simply restricts the solution space in
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a way that avoids “too much” deviation from some central value. Collectively,

these capture much of the essence the classical models within their scope, except

that robust optimization avoids the explicit need for probability distribution

information within the model. This difference has been key, but current research

is building a more inclusive framework, addressing the desire to use whatever

information is available.

In this view, robust optimization falls firmly in the tradition of stochastic pro-

gramming paradigms. Historically, robust optimization has emerged from the

three classical paradigms, as shown in Figure 1.11. The diagram represents

fundamental concepts, like risk, flexibility, recourse, and the meaning of con-

straining for robustness. An algorithmic view would add divisions by underlying

structures, like continuous versus discrete.

1955
Recourse Chance−Constrained

19581952

19681995

Robust Optimization

Worst−case
Absolute Regret
Relative Regret
Uncertainty Sets

Mean−Risk

Robust − flexibilityRobust − volatilityRobust
statistics

Figure 1.11: Historical Perspective of Stochastic Programming Modeling

Paradigms

The key elements of robust optimization are volatility and flexibility. The former

asks for a solution that is relatively insensitive to data variations and hedges

against catastrophic outcomes. The latter is concerned with keeping options

open in a sequential decision process having recourses for the effects of earlier

decisions.
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An area of concern, which we did not have space to present fully, is the compu-

tational difficulty to solve instances of a robust optimization model. Kouvelis

and Yu [15] address this with complexity theory; the uncertainty set model by

Ben-Tall and Nemirovski [4, 3] exploits the tractability of semi-definite conic

programming; and, Carr, et al. [6] show a progression of incremental compu-

tational difficulty for a particular sensor placement problem, starting with the

simple case expressed in Theorem 1.3.
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